
Liberal High School Lesson Plans 

Teacher:David A. Hoffman             Class:General Math Skills 

3/18/2019 To 3/22/2019 
Monday, 
3/18/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Ensure Students Understand Lesson Objective          Graphic Organizer           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work to review mnemonic device along with acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S for sequential order. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Explaining a Process          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Guided practice and think aloud on practice worksheet with order of operations to emphasize 
especially symbols of inclusion and left to right procedure. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes A-B Partner Teach          Idea Wave          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Talk a Mile a Minute          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Tuesday, 
3/19/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, fractions, mixed numbers 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Graphic Organizer          Ask Question           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work problem with order of operations 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Explaining a Process          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Outcome Sentences          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Students will complete statement "I discovered or learned . . . " 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Wednesday, 
3/20/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction, fractions, mixed numbers 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 



ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Graphic Organizer          Inquiry           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with order of operations problem that has intentional error analysis to solve correctly. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Questioning          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures with fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Idea Wave          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          List, Group, Label          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Thursday, 
3/21/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Graphic Organizer          Inquiry           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with order of operations problem that has intentional error analysis to solve correctly 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Summarizing          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures with fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          List, Group, Label          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

  
 

 

Friday, 
3/22/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will identify the acrostic P-E-M-D-A-S with order of operations and why the sequential process is so vital 
in mathematics then solve math expressions with the sequential process. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Numbers and Operations 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

order, arrangement, sequence, math operations, symbols of inclusion, parenthesis, exponent, multiplication, 
division, addition, subtraction 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

A flow chart will be provided as a visual display of the sequence or order of math operations for proper solving of 
math expressions from left to right. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Graphic Organizer          Inquiry           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work with order of operations problem that has intentional error analysis to solve correctly 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Explaining a Process          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud and guided practice over math expressions with order of operations and scaffold 
more difficult procedures with fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes A-B Partner Teach          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          List, Group, Label          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 



 

 

 

 

 

Liberal High School Lesson Plans 

Teacher:David A. Hoffman             Class:Geometry 

3/18/2019 To 3/22/2019 
Monday, 
3/18/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will be able to find geometric mean of two numbers and for right triangles by using altitude and leg, 
solve missing sides of right triangles with Pythagorean Theorem, differentiate between usage of Pythagorean 
Theorem for right triangles and converse of Pythagorean Theorem to categorize type of triangle, solve special 
right triangles known as 45-45-90 and 30-60-90, compare and contrast trigonometric functions/ratios called sine, 
cosine, and tangent, solve a right triangle by finding missing angles and sides, and use angles of elevation or 
angles of depression to estimate distance between objects as well as height of an object.  Students will find 
perimeters and areas of parallelograms, triangles, squares, rectangles, trapezoids, rhombi, and kites, find areas of 
circles and sectors of circles, find areas of regular polygons and composite figures, and use scale factors to find 
areas of similar figures or use areas to find the scale factor or a missing length. Students will identify solids and 
use given measurement formulas to find perimeter, area, volume, and surface area of two- and three- 
dimensional figures (regular and irregular; find surface area of prisms and cylinders, prism, lateral faces, lateral 
edges, surface area, lateral area, net, right prism, oblique prism, cylinder, right cylinder; find surface area of 
pyramids and cones; find volumes of prisms and cylinders; find volumes of pyramids and cones; find surface area 
and volume of spheres. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

Big Idea #3 -- Equivalence -- Any number, measure, numerical expression, algebraic expression, or equation can be 
represented in an infinite number of ways that have the same value. 
       Essential Question: How do you explain that two ratios are equivalent using trigonometric functions? Why are 
                some ratios different? 
G.SRT.6 -- Understand that by similarity, side ratios in right triangles are properties of the angles in the triangle, 
leading to definitions of trigonometric ratios for acute angles. 
Big Idea #4 -- Comparison -- Numbers, expressions, and measures can be compared by their relative values. 
        Essential Question:  Explain how the trigonometric functions vary. How can you determine which trig 
               function is appropriate to solve for specific situations? Why can not all trig functions be used for any 
               situation? 
G.SRT.7 -- Explain and use the relationship between the sine and cosine of complementary angles.Big Idea #14 
       Shapes & Solids -- Two and three-dimensional objects with or without curved surfaces can be described, 
classified, and analyzed by their attributes. 
EQ:  What are the attributes that differentiate 2- and 3-D objects? Why do they vary? 
Big Idea #17 
       Measurement -- Some attributes of objects are measureable and can be quantified using unit amounts. 
 
G.MG.1 -- Use geometric shapes, their measures and properties to describe objects (e.g. modeling a tree trunk or 
a human torso as a cylinder). 
G.GMD.3 -- Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres to solve problems. 
G.GMD.4 (supporting) -- Identify shapes of 2-D cross-sections of 3-D objects and identify 3-D objects generated by 
rotations of 2-D objects 
G.MG.1; G.MG.3; G.GPE.7; G.C.5; G.GMD.4; G.GMD.1; G.GMD.3 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

Hypotenuse, legs, right triangle, Pythagorean Theorem, Pythagorean triple, and converse of Pythagorean triple, 
isosceles right triangle, congruent legs, square root, acute angles, radicals, altitude, trigonometric ratio, tangent, 
legs, complementary angles, opposite side, adjacent side, sine, cosine, inverse sine, inverse cosine, inverse 
tangent, angle of elevation, angle of depression, polygon, base, height, parallelogram, diagonal, triangle, 
quadrilateral, rectangle, rhombus, square, trapezoid, kite, circle, sector of a circle, semicircle, radius, diameter, pi, 
central angle, regular polygon, apothem, composite figure, perimeter, area, similar figures, scale factor, segment, 
ratio, proportion, polyhedron, face, edge, vertex, base, regular polyhedron, convex polyhedron, Platonic solids, 
net, cross section and Euler's Theorem to find number of edges, pyramid, vertex of a pyramid, regular pyramid, 
slant height, cone, vertex of a cone, right cone, lateral surface,volume, cube, volume congruence postulate, 
volume addition postulate, prism, cylinder, Cavalieri's principle, pyramid, volume, cone, area of base, sphere, 
center, radius, chord, diameter, great circle, hemispheres 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Locate sides (opposite, adjacent, and hypotenuse) in association with angles of a right triangle to set up ratios 
and simplify and figure ratios to four decimals with calculator for side lengths, use inverse trig ratios to find angle 
measures, as well as solve a right triangle  for any missing angles or side lengths. Use SOHCAHTOA as mnemonic. 
Formulas are provided to calculate area of various geometric figures. The area of a circle has been previously 
found so an inscribed or circumscribed circle will apply here for area of a regular polygon, since an apothem is the 
height of an isosceles triangle that has two radii as legs. Multiple step process will be used to guide students in 
identifying the regular polygon, recognizing the formula for area of a regular polygon as 1/2aP, finding degree of 
central angle, identifying the apothem, identifying the base, calculate apothem with trig ratios, calculate 
perimeter, and solving for area with correct dimensions. Area of composite figures is calculating area of each 
separate geometric figure then finding the sum of both. Pythagorean Theorem is used frequently to find missing 
side lengths of certain geometric figures. Count number of edges, faces, and vertices of polyhedrons; calculate 
area & surface area of 3-dimensional geometric figures; calculate number of cubic units contained in a solid's 



interior due to three dimensions; identify characteristics of various balls such as basketball, baseball, volleyball, 
tennis ball, etc. and review elements of a circle. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Reading          Graphic Organizer           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Students may use their "Wheel of Geometric Figures" that outlines and lists formulas for 
perimeter, area, surface area, and volume. 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Questioning          Inquiry          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Brief overview of format for unit 3 post test will be shared prior to test, since week before 
spring break had two days off and students left early for spring break. Distribute calculators and monitor unit 3 
post test over chapters 8, 11, and 12 with error analysis problems. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Tuesday, 
3/19/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

same as Monday 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

same as Monday 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

same as Monday 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

same as Monday 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Reading          Graphic Organizer           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Students may use their "Wheel of Geometric Figures" that outlines and lists formulas for 
perimeter, area, surface area, and volume 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Distribute calculators and monitor unit 3 post test over chapters 8, 11, and 12 with error analysis 
problem 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Inquiry          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:Exam will be graded, scored, and recorded for PLC Showcase data analysis. 

Walls That 
Teach 

 Concept Mapping          Choose an item.          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Wednesday, 
3/20/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will draw reflections as well as draw reflections in the coordinate plane. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another.  

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

reflection (flip), line of reflection, vertex, pre-image, image, congruence transformation, isometry 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Reflection maps a point to its image by reflecting each vertex of a polygon across a line of reflection such as x-
axis, y-axis, or other line. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Ask Question          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Bell work to describe a reflection and then to explain how to reflect a figure on a coordinate plane 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Explaining a Process          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud on 9.1 Cornell notes and study guide then guided practice on examples and 
selected 9.1 Practice problems with student collaboration 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Exit Slip          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       



Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Word Wall Review/Interaction          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

Thursday, 
3/21/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will use a vector to translate a figure 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another. 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

translation (slide), vector, pre-image, image, horizontal, vertica 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Vectors have both distance and direction. Figure vertical and horizontal movements on a graph by using both 
coordinate notation and vectors. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Inquiry          Graphic Organizer           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK: Bell work to review coordinate notation and types of transformations on a graph 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Modeling          Explaining a Process          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Think Aloud on 9.2 Cornell notes and study guide then guided practice on examples and 
selected 9.2 Practice problems with student collaboration. 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes Graphic Organizer          20 Word Summary          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Word Wall Review/Interaction          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

  
 

 

Friday, 
3/22/2019 

Content 
Objective: 

Students will use a vector to translate a figure. 

 Standard(s) 
being 

addressed: 

G.CO.4 -- Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, circles, perpendicular 
lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
G.CO.5 -- Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the transformed figure using, eg. 
graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given 
figure onto another. 

 Content 
Vocabulary: 

translation (slide), vector, pre-image, image, horizontal, vertica 

 Process 
Vocabulary 

Vectors have both distance and direction. Figure vertical and horizontal movements on a graph by using both 
coordinate notation and vectors. 

Lesson Part Estimated Time Strategy/Activity 

ARK 10 – 12 Minutes Use Emotional Hook          Choose an item.           Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ARK:Example of vectors usage in meteorolgy on weather maps to show fronts and storms 

TIP/SAP 35 – 39 
Minutes 

Summarizing          Clarifying          Collaboration 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for TIP/SAP:Guided practice on examples and student collaboration on 9.2 Practice problems 

ISS 6 – 8   Minutes A-B Partner Teach          Choose an item.          Choose an item. 
Explanation of other:       
Notes for ISS:      

Walls That 
Teach 

 Word Wall Review/Interaction          Concept Mapping          Choose an item.  
Explanation of other:       
Notes for Walls That Teach:      

Monitor & 
Adjust 

       

 

 


